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Transform the way you agree with DocuSign solutions 
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Verify signer identity in the UK and across the EU
Achieve Advanced Electronic Signatures (AES) with ID Verification or Qualified Electronic Signatures (QES) with ID Verification for EU Qualified across the EU and the UK.
Explore DocuSign Identify
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	Womble Bond Dickinson
With 88% of our documents being e-signed in under 24 hours, DocuSign and the new eWitnessing feature is a game-changer
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	UCL Consultants
DocuSign eSignature has delivered huge time savings, but the biggest impact it has had at UCLC is on morale.
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DocuSign meets or exceeds stringent global security standards

	
ETSI

	
GDPR

	
PCI Data Security Standard

	
ISO 27001

	
SSAE 18 (SOC 1 and 2)



Explore DocuSign Trust & SecurityLearn About eSignature Legality in the UK



DocuSign supports all levels of signatures defined by eIDAS
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DocuSign eSignature is trusted by hundreds of millions of users world-wide and meets electronic signature regulations, including eIDAS.
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Add DocuSign ID Verification to your electronic signature process to validate signer identity and support AES. This is needed in use cases that require stricter identity assurance.
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A QES is the legal equivalent of a written signature and has special legal status in the EU. Meet EU and UK QES standards by combining eSignature with our ID Verification for EU Qualified offering or partner solutions.

Learn More





Experience it for yourself 
Make your business faster, simpler and more cost-efficient with electronic agreements.
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